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Communication Systems with

SAG-FSO/SH-FSO/RF Transmission
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Abstract—Future non-terrestrial networks aim to achieve a
throughput of Terabits/s. Therefore, free-space optical (FSO)
communications have been adopted as a candidate solution due to
their ability to achieve an extremely high data rate. Nonetheless,
FSO communications are sensitive to the adverse effects of
beam scintillation, beam-wander-induced pointing errors, free-
space loss, and weather conditions. Space-air-ground (SAG) FSO
transmission and hybrid single-hop (SH) FSO/radio frequency
(RF) transmission are promising solutions to improve the per-
formance of FSO links and can be integrated into a satellite
communication (Satcom) system. In this work, we carry out
a thorough capacity analysis of the resulting integrated SAG-
FSO/SH-FSO/RF Satcom system, where Gamma-Gamma and
Rician distributions are used to characterize FSO and RF links,
respectively. The exact analytical expressions are derived and
validated by Monte-Carlo simulations. We also obtain asymptotic
expressions for the ergodic capacity in the high signal-to-noise
ratio region. The numerical results highlight the significant
potential of the integrated SAG-FSO/SH-FSO/RF Satcom system
over existing solutions. We also show that the integrated Satcom
system with intensity modulation and direct detection can achieve
a capacity gain over that with a heterodyne detection technique
over all satellite zenith angles.

Index Terms—Ergodic capacity, Satellite communication, Free-
space optics, Space-air-ground networks, Hybrid FSO/RF sys-
tems, High-altitude platforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE last decade has seen a never-ending growth in mobile
data traffic. According to the International Telecommuni-

cation Union’s (ITU) traffic forecasts, the global mobile data
traffic per month is estimated to grow at an annual rate of
about 54%, reaching 607 exabytes (EB) in 2025 and 5016 EB
in 2030 [1]. In addition to satisfying the demand for ubiquitous
coverage, future wireless communication networks are under
the burden of efficiently delivering broadband services and
connecting numerous Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Ter-
restrial networks alone are prohibitively expensive to support
telecommunication services in hard-to-reach areas of air, sea,
and land.
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To address such challenges, there are ongoing efforts to
develop non-terrestrial networks (NTNs) that will achieve cost-
effective and high-capacity global connectivity [2]. Augment-
ing terrestrial communications with aerial networks such as
high-altitude platforms (HAPs) is one of the primary solutions.
Many projects are being launched, like the Japanese Strato-
spheric Platform (SPF), European HeliNet and CAPANINA,
and Google Loon, with the goal of bringing remote parts of the
globe online [3]. Satellite communication (Satcom) systems
are another promising solution for future global connectivity.
Massive Satcom systems, such as Inmarsat, O3b, Starlink,
OneWeb, and Telesat, are being launched into geostationary-
earth orbits (GEO), medium-earth orbits (MEO), and low-earth
orbits (LEO) to support a wide range of applications with di-
verse latency requirements. Such Satcom systems represent the
next step toward truly ubiquitous communications because of
their unique capability of global coverage [4]. Unfortunately,
both the above solutions are primarily based on licensed radio
frequency (RF) bands with limited capacity and high costs.
So, to reduce the cost per transmitted bit to a similar level as
terrestrial networks, it is essential to increase the capacity of
NTNs to Terabits/s in a cost-effective manner.

In this context, free-space optical (FSO) communications,
with their huge available bandwidth, have recently gained an
increasing interest in the wireless communication community
[5]. But, FSO transmissions are susceptible to beam scintil-
lation, beam wander, pointing errors, and weather conditions
such as clouds, fog, and haze [6]. In order to improve the FSO-
link performance, an RF link was proposed as a backup [7].
The resulting hybrid single-hop (SH) FSO/RF system explores
the complementary properties of FSO and RF links to improve
the system reliability [8]. Various diversity schemes, such
as maximal ratio combining (MRC) and selection combining
(SC), were also proposed for hybrid SH-FSO/RF transmissions
[9], [10]. Meanwhile, because of the scarcity of RF spectrum,
the RF link can only deliver a data rate of a few Megabits/s.
Thus, combining with or switching back to the RF link
will reduce the overall system transmission rate. To better
explore the Terabits/s transmission rate of FSO links, there
is a pressing need to increase FSO-link usability.

Recently, a space-air-ground (SAG) transmission system
was proposed in [11], where a HAP relay was deployed
between a ground station and a satellite (SAT). The primary
objective of such a design is to reduce the effect of pointing
error due to beam wandering, which becomes increasingly
serious as the propagation distance increases. The introduction
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of a HAP relay effectively divides the single FSO link into
two much shorter hops. According to [11], [12], the SAG-
FSO transmission achieved a performance gain over tradi-
tional SH-FSO transmission in the uplink scenario. On the
other hand, it achieves a limited performance improvement
over downlink transmission, where the beam-wandering effect
is negligible. With the SAG-FSO design in [11], [12], the
ground-to-HAP link will experience a similar amount of at-
mospheric turbulence as direct ground-to-SAT transmission as
they share the same zenith angle. While mitigating the beam-
wandering effect, the SAG-FSO design in [11], [12] couldn’t
effectively reduce the atmospheric turbulence experienced by
FSO transmission and is more suitable for GEO satellites with
a relatively small zenith angle.

To reduce the propagation distance of the optical signal
through the strong turbulence region, we can dispatch a
HAP with FSO relaying capability directly above the ground
station with a very small zenith angle. This proposed SAG-
FSO design can effectively reduce the atmospheric turbulence
experienced by the ground-to-HAP hop. Note that such a SAG-
FSO design will lead to a slightly longer HAP-to-SAT hop,
especially when the satellite has a large zenith angle. However,
the HAP-to-SAT (HS) link will experience weak turbulence,
as the aerosol density is negligible at high altitudes (more than
17 km above the earth’s surface) [6]. At the same time, the
severity of pointing errors induced by the beam-wandering
effect will be substantially reduced. Our SAG-FSO design
generalizes the design in [11], [12] for GEO satellites with an
arbitrary zenith angle and LEO satellites with varying zenith
angles. In order to reap the benefits of FSO’s higher trans-
mission rate, such a SAG-FSO transmission with strategically
deployed HAP can be combined with conventional hybrid SH-
FSO/RF transmission to create a high-throughput and reliable
Satcom system as shown in Fig. 1 [13]. Note that, despite
the SH-FSO’s vulnerability to atmospheric turbulence, it can
still support a much higher data rate than RF transmission.
Unlike typical hybrid FSO/RF solutions [7]–[12], which use
a bandwidth-limited RF link as the only backup for FSO-
based Satcom, our proposed system uses SH-FSO link as an
additional backup, which can improve system performance and
reliability even further. The proposed system will switch to the
RF link only when both the SAG-FSO and SH-FSO links are
unacceptable.

Previous research examined the performance of hybrid SH-
FSO/RF and SAG-FSO/RF Satcom systems in terms of outage
probability and average symbol error rate [11]–[14]. However,
from the capacity perspective, only a few works have been
reported for the hybrid SH-FSO/RF system, and none for the
SAG-FSO/RF Satcom systems, to the best of our knowledge.
In [8], the authors derived an exact analytical expression
for the ergodic capacity of the hybrid SH-FSO/RF system,
considering the Gamma-Gamma turbulence channel model
for the FSO link and the Nakagami-𝑚 distribution with a
larger fading severity parameter, 𝑚, for the RF link. They
also adopted an FSO receiver with intensity modulation and
direct detection (IM/DD). In [9], adaptive combining was
considered for extra improvement with Gamma-Gamma and
^−` distributions assumed for FSO and RF links, respectively.

Fig. 1. Satcom system with integrated SAG-FSO/SH-FSO/RF links.

The heterodyne detection (HD) technique was assumed for
detecting the FSO signal at the receiver. In [15], the ergodic
capacity was analyzed for hybrid SH-FSO/RF, assuming log-
normal and Nakagami-𝑚 models for FSO and RF links,
respectively. The IM/DD was considered for the FSO link.
In [16], the ergodic capacity of multi-hop hybrid FSO/RF for
terrestrial networks was derived, considering Gamma-Gamma
and Nakagami-𝑚 models for FSO and RF links, respectively.
They also assumed a decode-and-forward relaying scheme and
IM/DD for the FSO link. The derived capacity expressions
were obtained in terms of bivariate Fox’s H function for both
FSO and RF links. From the previous work, we can conclude
that there is no unified capacity analysis that accounts for both
types of detection techniques (IM/DD and HD) for FSO link.
Further, because of the strong line-of-sight RF component
and weak scattered components between a ground station
and satellite, Rician distribution can model the RF link more
accurately [12], [17].

In this work, we provide a thorough ergodic capacity
analysis for the integrated Satcom system in Fig. 1. We derive
exact and asymptotic expressions of the ergodic capacity for
both IM/DD and HD schemes under Gamma-Gamma and
Rician distributions. The main contributions of our work are
as follows:

• We derive a new unified exact analytical expression for
the ergodic capacity of the FSO link with IM/DD and
HD receivers under Gamma-Gamma distribution when
the instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
greater than a predefined threshold. Considering Rician
distribution, a new exact expression for the ergodic ca-
pacity of the RF link is derived.

• We capitalize on these unified expressions to obtain
the ergodic capacity of the Satcom system with inte-
grated SAG-FSO/SH-FSO/RF transmissions. The opti-
mum switching threshold has been determined to max-
imize the ergodic capacity of the integrated Satcom
system.

• Additionally, we derive asymptotic expressions for the
ergodic capacity that are computationally less intensive
to gain useful insights for engineering applications.

• Through a selected numerical example, we show that
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the integrated Satcom system with IM/DD can achieve
a capacity gain over that with HD technique over all
satellite zenith angles, which is against popular belief.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
and channel models are presented in Section II. The ergodic
capacity of the integrated Satcom system is analyzed in
Section III, which leads to both exact and asymptotic results.
The numerical results are presented in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes our work.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS

The integrated Satcom system combines the SAG-FSO
transmission with conventional hybrid SH-FSO/RF transmis-
sion to create a high-throughput and reliable Satcom system.
As shown in Fig. 1, the system includes a ground station
with two optical transmitters and an RF transmitter, a HAP,
dispatched directly above the ground station at a small zenith
angle and acting as an FSO relay, and a satellite with FSO and
RF receivers. Two optical transmitters at the ground station are
used to minimize the switching time between SAG-FSO and
SH-FSO transmissions. Specifically, one optical transmitter
(OTx1) will target the HAP relay, and the other (OTx2) is
dedicated to the direct FSO transmission to the satellite. Note
that FSO links may experience similar small-scale fading if the
spacing between the two optical transmitters is smaller than
the atmospheric coherence diameter. Therefore, the spacing
between transmitters for ground-to-SAT (GS) and ground-to-
HAP (GH) links is maintained at a sufficiently large distance
for uncorrelated small-scale fading [18]. For the given system
configuration, we need a spacing of about 20 cm between
the optical transmitters [18, eq. (8)]. The required spacing is
perfectly feasible, considering the size of the ground station’s
operating sites. For large-scale fading, as long as the satellite
zenith angle is not too small, the two FSO links will have
a higher probability of experiencing independent large-scale
fading. Given that GEO satellites are deployed at 38,000 km
above the earth’s equator and that one GEO satellite may
cover one-third of the earth’s surface, the satellite zenith
angle is large for most ground stations, except those located
at or near the equator1. For LEO, the satellite zenith angle
will be small if the satellite pass is at nadir or near to
nadir for a given ground station, which is a small portion
of the whole communication session. Therefore, we assume
independent fading for SAG-FSO and SH-FSO transmissions
in the following analysis, and the effect of correlation will be
investigated in future work.

In this work, we adopt a single-threshold hard-switching
scheme to switch between different links. We prioritize the
SAG-FSO link due to its better performance compared to the
SH-FSO link, i.e., SAG-FSO performance is insensitive to
satellite zenith angle variation [13]. The integrated Satcom
system will use the SAG-FSO link as long as its link quality
is acceptable, i.e. the instantaneous received SNRs of both
hops are above a predefined threshold 𝛾th . When the SAG-FSO

1In equatorial regions, using HAP with FSO relaying capabilities may not
be worthwhile since the SAG-FSO link will experience a similar amount of
atmospheric turbulence as SH-FSO transmission.

link becomes unacceptable, indicated by 1-bit feedback, the
system will check the received SNR of the SH-FSO link before
resorting to the RF link. If the SNRs of all links are below the
respective threshold, an outage will be declared. We assume
sub-carrier intensity modulation (SIM) with M-ary phase-shift-
keying (MPSK) for FSO transmissions and IM/DD or HD at
the receiver to detect the received optical signal. Furthermore,
the MPSK modulation is adopted for the RF link.

A. FSO channel model

We assume that FSO transmissions experience Gamma-
Gamma fading with pointing error and weather impairments.
The probability density function (pdf) of the receiver irradi-
ances 𝐼xy , xy ∈ {GH, HS, GS}, are given by [19, eq. (1)]

𝑓
𝐼xy
(𝐼) =

b2
xy
𝐼−1

Γ(𝛼xy )Γ(𝛽xy )
𝐺

3,0
1,3

(
𝛼xy 𝛽xy

𝐼

𝐴0 𝐼𝑙xy

���� b2
xy
+ 1

b2
xy
, 𝛼xy , 𝛽xy

)
,

(1)
where bxy is the ratio between the equivalent beam radius and
the pointing error displacement standard deviation (jitter) at
the receiver, 𝐴0 is the fraction of total power collected at
the receiver aperture, 𝐼𝑙

xy
is the atmospheric attenuation due to

different weather conditions and is defined by Beer-Lambert
law [6], Γ(.) is the Gamma function as defined in [20, eq.
(8.310)], G(.) is the Meijer’s G function as defined in [20, eq.
(9.301)], and 𝛼xy and 𝛽xy are the large-scale and small-scale
fading parameters of atmospheric turbulence. Note that 𝛼xy and
𝛽xy for Satcom uplink follows [21, eq. (7a, 7b)], and for the
downlink [22, eq. (7-10)]. The main difference is the beam-
wander-induced pointing error effect. Beam wander occurs
when the size of the beam is smaller than the size of the
eddies. For the uplink, the beam encounters turbulence near
the transmitter. Thus, its diameter will be smaller than the
eddy size. So, the beam gets deflected from its original path,
leading to pointing error and performance deterioration. For
the downlink, the effect of the beam wander is negligible, as
the beam diameter is much larger than the turbulent eddy size
when the beam reaches the atmosphere [6].

The instantaneous and average SNRs at the FSO receiver
with HD or IM/DD are given by [11, eq. (7, 10)]

𝛾xy,𝑏 =
([xy 𝑃xy 𝐺

tx

x
𝐺

rx

y
𝐼xy )𝑏

FL𝑏
xy
𝜎2
𝑛xy

, (2)

and,

�̄�xy,𝑏 =
([xy 𝑃xy 𝐺

tx

x
𝐺

rx

y
𝑘xy 𝐼

𝑙
𝑥𝑦
𝐴0)𝑏

FL𝑏
xy
𝜎2
𝑛xy

, (3)

respectively, where 𝑘xy = b2
xy
/(b2

xy
+ 1), [xy represents the

optical-to-electrical efficiency of the optical receiver, 𝑃xy de-
notes the optical average transmit power, 𝐺

tx

x
denotes the

transmit telescope gain, 𝐺
rx

y
represents the telescope gain at

the receiver, FLxy is the free-space loss of the FSO link, 𝜎2
𝑛xy

is the variance of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) over
the FSO link, and 𝑏 is the parameter which depends on the type
of detection used (i.e. 𝑏 = 1 for HD and 𝑏 = 2 for IM/DD).
Therefore, a unified expression of the pdf of the instantaneous
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SNR including both HD and IM/DD can be derived from (1)
as [23, eq. (2)]

𝑓𝛾xy
(𝛾) =

b2
xy
𝛾−1

𝑏 Γ(𝛼xy )Γ(𝛽xy )

× 𝐺3,0
1,3

(
𝛼xy 𝛽xy 𝑘xy

𝐼𝑙
xy

(
𝛾

`xy,𝑏

) 1
𝑏

����� b2
xy
+ 1

b2
xy
, 𝛼xy , 𝛽xy

)
, (4)

where `xy,𝑏 denotes the average electrical SNR, related to the
average SNR at the FSO receiver �̄�xy,𝑏 as

`xy,1 = �̄�xy,1 ,

and

`xy,2 =
𝛼xy 𝛽xy b

2
xy
(b2

xy
+ 2)

(𝛼xy + 1) (𝛽xy + 1) (b2
xy
+ 1)2 �̄�xy,2 .

B. RF Channel model

Because of a strong line-of-sight and weak scattered com-
ponents between transmitter and receiver in Satcom, the RF
signal experiences minimal scattering and reflection from
the environment. Therefore, the small-scale fading channel
coefficient (ℎRF ) of the RF link can be characterized using
the Rician distribution, where the non-zero mean represents
the presence of a strong line-of-sight component. The pdf of
the instantaneous SNR is given by [24, eq. (2.16)]

𝑓𝛾RF
(𝛾) = 𝐾 + 1

�̄�RF

exp
(
−(𝐾 + 1) 𝛾

�̄�RF

− 𝐾
)

× 𝐼0
(
2

√︂
𝐾 (𝐾 + 1) 𝛾

�̄�RF

)
, (5)

where 𝐼0 (.) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind and 𝐾 denotes the Rician parameter, which is the
ratio of the power in the line-of-sight path to the power in
scattered paths. The average SNR �̄�RF is represented by [25,
eq. (5.34)]

�̄�RF =
𝑃RF 𝐺

tx
RF
𝐺rx

RF

FLRF Lo 𝜎
2
𝑛RF

, (6)

where 𝑃RF denotes the average transmit power of the RF link,
𝐺 tx

RF
and 𝐺rx

RF
indicate the antenna gains (transmit and receive),

FLRF is the free-space loss, 𝜎2
𝑛RF

represents variance of the
thermal noise at the RF receiver and is modelled by AWGN,
and Lo represents other losses due to rain, atmospheric gaseous
such as oxygen, polarization, and mispointing.

Applying series expansion to the modified Bessel function
using [20, eq. (8.447.1)], the pdf in (5) can be rewritten as

𝑓𝛾RF
(𝛾) = F exp(−𝐾) exp(−F 𝛾)

∞∑︁
𝑚=0

(𝐾F )𝑚

(𝑚!)2 𝛾
𝑚

, (7)

where F = 𝐾+1
�̄�RF

.

III. ERGODIC CAPACITY ANALYSIS

We now analyze the ergodic capacity of the integrated
Satcom system with consideration of the pointing error effect
and derive both exact and simpler asymptotic expressions.

A. Exact analysis

The ergodic capacity of the Satcom system in Fig. 1 can be
calculated as

�̄�
Satcom

= �̄�
SAG

+ 𝑃
SAG

out �̄�
GS-h

, (8)

where 𝑃
SAG

out indicates the outage probability of the SAG-FSO
link, �̄�

SAG
and �̄�

GS-h
are the ergodic capacities of SAG-FSO

and hybrid SH-FSO/RF links, respectively.
The SAG-FSO link will be in outage if the instantaneous

SNR of either ground-to-HAP or HAP-to-SAT hops is below
the threshold 𝛾th . Therefore, 𝑃

SAG

out is given by

𝑃
SAG

out = 1 −
(
1 − 𝑃GH

out

) (
1 − 𝑃HS

out

)
, (9)

where 𝑃
GH

out and 𝑃
HS

out are the outage probabilities of ground-
to-HAP and HAP-to-SAT hops, respectively. 𝑃

GH

out can
be expressed with the application of (4) and [26, eq.
(07.34.21.0084.01)], and some algebraic manipulations, as

𝑃
GH

out = AGH 𝐺
3𝑏, 1
𝑏+1, 3𝑏+1

(
DGH

𝛾th

`GH,𝑏

���� 1 , B1
GH

B2
GH

, 0

)
, (10)

where AGH =
𝑏
𝛼GH +𝛽GH −2

b 2
GH

(2𝜋 )𝑏−1 Γ (𝛼GH )Γ (𝛽GH ) , DGH =

(
𝛼GH 𝛽GH 𝑘GH
𝑏2 𝐼𝑙

GH

)𝑏
,

B1
GH

= { b
2
GH

+1
𝑏

, . . . ,
b 2

GH
+𝑏
𝑏

} comprises of 𝑏 terms, and B2
GH

=

{ b
2
GH
𝑏
, . . . ,

b 2
GH

+𝑏−1
𝑏

,
𝛼GH
𝑏
, . . . ,

𝛼GH+𝑏−1
𝑏

,
𝛽GH
𝑏
, . . . ,

𝛽GH+𝑏−1
𝑏

}
comprises of 3𝑏 terms. Similarly, 𝑃

HS

out can be obtained with
the corresponding parameters 𝛼HS , 𝛽HS , bHS , and `HS,𝑏 . Since
HAP will be usually deployed at a cloud-free atmospheric
altitude, the atmospheric attenuation for the HAP-to-SAT hop
due to varying weather conditions will be almost equal to
unity.

In this work, we adopt a decode-and-forward FSO relaying
scheme to eliminate the noise at the relay [27]. Therefore, the
end-to-end capacity of the SAG-FSO transmission scheme is
given by [16, eq. (16)]

�̄�
SAG

= min
{
�̄�

GH
, �̄�

HS
}
, (11)

where �̄�
GH

and �̄�
HS

denote the capacity of the ground-to-HAP
and HAP-to-SAT FSO links when their instantaneous SNR is
greater than 𝛾th. The threshold is selected to satisfy a certain
quality-of-service requirement, typically in terms of target bit
error rate (BER). �̄�

GH
can be calculated as

�̄�
GH

=

∫ ∞

𝛾th

𝐵𝑊FSO log2 (1 + 𝜖 𝛾) 𝑓𝛾GH
(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾

=
𝐵𝑊FSO

ln(2)

∫ ∞

0
ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾) 𝑓𝛾GH

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸
𝐼1

−
𝐵𝑊FSO

ln(2)

∫ 𝛾th

0
ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾) 𝑓𝛾GH

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾︸                                           ︷︷                                           ︸
𝐼2

, (12)

where 𝐵𝑊FSO is the bandwidth of the FSO link and 𝜖 is a
constant such that 𝜖 = 1 for HD technique and 𝜖 = 𝑒/(2𝜋) for
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IM/DD technique. Note that the expression in (12) is an exact
solution for HD, while it is a lower bound for IM/DD [19].

To evaluate the integral 𝐼1, we rewrite ln(1 + 𝜖𝛾) into a
Meijer G-function using [26, eq. (07.34.03.0456.01)]. The
analytical expression of 𝐼1 is obtained after some algebraic
manipulations, using (4) and [26, eq. (07.34.21.0013.01)] as

𝐼1 =
𝐵𝑊FSO AGH

ln(2) 𝐺
3𝑏+2, 1
𝑏+2, 3𝑏+2

( DGH

𝜖 `GH,𝑏

���� 0, 1 , B1
GH

B2
GH
, 0, 0

)
. (13)

To evaluate the integral 𝐼2, ln(1+𝜖 𝛾) is replaced by its Taylor
series as (see Appendix A)

ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾) = ln(1 + 𝜖 𝑎) +
∞∑︁
𝑢=1

(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖𝑢

𝑢 (1 + 𝜖 𝑎)𝑢
𝑢∑︁
𝑣=0

(
𝑢

𝑣

)
(−𝑎)𝑢−𝑣 𝛾𝑣 . (14)

Now, 𝐼2 can be expressed in the form of 𝐼2 = 𝐼2𝐴
+ 𝐼2𝐵

, as

𝐼2𝐴 =
𝐵𝑊FSO

ln(2)

∫ 𝛾th

0
ln(1 + 𝜖 𝑎) 𝑓𝛾GH

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾, (15)

and,

𝐼2𝐵 =
𝐵𝑊FSO

ln(2)

∫ 𝛾th

0

∞∑︁
𝑢=1

(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖𝑢

𝑢 (1 + 𝜖 𝑎)𝑢
𝑢∑︁
𝑣=0

(
𝑢

𝑣

)
(−𝑎)𝑢−𝑣 𝛾𝑣 𝑓𝛾GH

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾, (16)

respectively. By using (4), (15), (16), and [26, eq.
(07.34.21.0084.01)], the analytical expressions of 𝐼2𝐴

and 𝐼2𝐵

are given by

𝐼2𝐴
= 𝐵𝑊FSO log2 (1 + 𝜖 𝑎) 𝑃GH

out, (17)

and,

𝐼2𝐵
=
𝐵𝑊FSOAGH

ln 2

∞∑︁
𝑢=1

(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖𝑢

𝑢(1 + 𝜖 𝑎)𝑢
𝑢∑︁
𝑣=0

(
𝑢

𝑣

)
(−𝑎)𝑢−𝑣 𝛾𝑣

th

× 𝐺 3𝑏, 1
𝑏+1, 3𝑏+1

(
DGH

𝛾th

`GH,𝑏

���� 1 − 𝑣 , B1
GH

B2
GH

, − 𝑣

)
, (18)

respectively. Note that convergence of the infinite summation
in (18) is guaranteed if the SNR satisfies the ratio test in
(34). Since 𝛾th is typically small, we can select an 𝑎 value to
satisfy the convergence condition. The expression of �̄�

HS
can

be obtained similar to (12), using the corresponding parameters
𝛼HS , 𝛽HS , bHS , and `HS,𝑏 . Then, �̄�

SAG
in (11) can be analytically

evaluated.
The ergodic capacity of the hybrid SH-FSO/RF transmission

scheme can be computed as [8, eq. (3)]

�̄�
GS-h

= �̄�
GS + 𝑃

GS

out �̄�
RF
, (19)

where 𝑃
GS

out indicates the outage probability of the SH-FSO that
can be represented as (10) using the corresponding parameters
𝛼GS , 𝛽GS , bGS , and `GS,𝑏 values. �̄�

GS
indicates the capacity of

the SH-FSO when 𝛾GS ≥ 𝛾th and can be defined as in (12).

Eventually, the capacity of the RF link when 𝛾RF ≥ 𝛾th can
be expressed as

�̄�
RF

=
𝐵𝑊RF

ln(2)

∫ ∞

0
ln(1 + 𝛾) 𝑓𝛾RF

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
𝐼3

−
𝐵𝑊RF

ln(2)

∫ 𝛾th

0
ln(1 + 𝛾) 𝑓𝛾RF

(𝛾) 𝑑𝛾︸                                       ︷︷                                       ︸
𝐼4

, (20)

where 𝐵𝑊RF is the bandwidth of the RF link. To evaluate
integrals 𝐼3 and 𝐼4 , we first rewrite ln(1 + 𝛾) in (20) into
a Meijer G-function using [26, eq. (07.34.03.0456.01)]. Then,
the analytical expression of 𝐼3 is obtained after some algebraic
manipulations, using (7), [26, eq. (07.34.21.0088.01)], and [20,
eq. (9.31.2)] as

𝐼3 =
𝐵𝑊RF

ln(2) exp(−𝐾)
∞∑︁
𝑚=0

𝐾
𝑚

(𝑚!)2

× 𝐺3,1
2,3

(
𝐾 + 1
�̄�RF

���� 0 , 1
1 + 𝑚, 0, 0

)
. (21)

For the integral 𝐼4, we replace exp(−F 𝛾) in (7) by its
series expansion using [20, eq. (1.211.1)]. By using [26, eq.
(07.34.21.0084.01)] and [20, eq. (9.31.2)], the expression of
𝐼4 is given by

𝐼4 =
𝐵𝑊RF F

ln(2) exp(−𝐾)
∞∑︁
𝑛=0

(−F )𝑛
𝑛!

∞∑︁
𝑚=0

(𝐾F )𝑚

(𝑚!)2 𝛾𝜏
th

× 𝐺
3,1
3,3

(
1
𝛾th

���� 0, 1, 1 + 𝜏
𝜏 , 0 , 0

)
, (22)

where 𝜏 = 𝑚 + 𝑛 + 1. It is worth noting that the terms in the
infinite summations of (21) and (22) decrease at the rate of

1
(𝑚!)2 or 1

𝑛! , ensuring their convergence.

B. Asymptotic Analysis
In this section, we drive a simpler asymptotic expression

for the ergodic capacity of the integrated Satcom system at
higher SNRs by applying the asymptotic expansion of the
Meijer G-function in terms of basic elementary functions,
given in Appendix B. The asymptotic ergodic capacity can
be expressed by

�̄�
Satcom

𝑎 = min
{
�̄�

GH

𝑎 , �̄�
HS

𝑎

}
+

[
1 −

(
1 − 𝑃GH

𝑎out

) (
1 − 𝑃HS

𝑎out

) ]
×

[
�̄�

GS

𝑎 + 𝑃
GS

𝑎out �̄�
RF

𝑎

]
. (23)

The asymptotic outage expression of the ground-to-HAP link
is obtained with the application of [20, eq. (9.303)] and (10)
as

𝑃
GH

𝑎out =

3𝑏∑︁
𝑔=1

AGH

B2,𝑔
GH

X1

(DGH 𝛾th

`GH,𝑏

)B2,𝑔
GH

, (24)

where X1 =

∏3𝑏
𝑗=1; 𝑗≠𝑔 Γ

(
B2, 𝑗

GH −B2,𝑔
GH

)
∏𝑏

𝑗=1 Γ
(
B1, 𝑗

GH −B2,𝑔
GH

) . Similarly, 𝑃
HS

𝑎out and 𝑃
GS

𝑎out can

be obtained, using the corresponding parameters 𝛼xy , 𝛽xy , bxy ,
and `xy,𝑏 .
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The asymptotic ergodic capacity of the ground-to-HAP link
can be written as �̄�

GH

𝑎 = 𝐼
𝑎

1 − 𝐼𝑎2𝐴
− 𝐼𝑎2𝐵

, where

𝐼
𝑎

1 =
𝐵𝑊FSO AGH

ln(2)

3𝑏+2∑︁
𝑔=1

X2

Γ

(
1 + B3,𝑔

GH

)
Γ

(
1 − B3,𝑔

GH

) ( DGH

𝜖 `GH,𝑏

)B3,𝑔
GH

, (25)

𝐼
𝑎

2𝐴
= 𝐵𝑊FSO log2 (1 + 𝜖 𝑎) 𝑃GH

𝑎out, (26)

and

𝐼
𝑎

2𝐵
=
𝐵𝑊FSO AGH

ln(2)

3𝑏∑︁
𝑔=1

X1

(DGH 𝛾th

`GH,𝑏

)B2,𝑔
GH

∞∑︁
𝑢=1

(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖𝑢

𝑢(1 + 𝜖 𝑎)𝑢
𝑢∑︁
𝑣=0

(
𝑢

𝑣

)
(−𝑎)𝑢−𝑣

𝛾𝑣
th

𝑣 + B2,𝑔
GH

. (27)

Here, we define X2 =

∏3𝑏+2
𝑗=1; 𝑗≠𝑔 Γ

(
B3, 𝑗

GH −B3,𝑔
GH

)
∏𝑏

𝑗=1 Γ
(
B1, 𝑗

GH −B3,𝑔
GH

) and B3,𝑔
GH =

{B2,𝑔
GH , 0, 0}. Similarly, �̄�

HS

𝑎 and �̄�
GS

𝑎 can be obtained, using
the corresponding parameters 𝛼xy , 𝛽xy , bxy , and `xy,𝑏 .

The asymptotic ergodic capacity of the RF link can be
written as �̄�

RF

𝑎 = 𝐼
𝑎

3 − 𝐼𝑎4 , where

𝐼
𝑎

3 =
𝐵𝑊RF

ln(2) exp(−𝐾)
∞∑︁
𝑚=0

(𝐾)𝑚
(𝑚!)2

3∑︁
𝑔=1

X3

Γ

(
1 + B4,𝑔

RF

)
Γ

(
1 − B4,𝑔

RF

) (
𝐾 + 1
�̄�RF

)B4,𝑔
RF

, (28)

and

𝐼
𝑎

4 =
𝐵𝑊RF F

ln(2) exp(−𝐾)
∞∑︁
𝑛=0

(−F )𝑛
𝑛!

∞∑︁
𝑚=0

(𝐾F )𝑚
(𝑚!)2 𝛾𝜏

th

3∑︁
𝑔=1

X4

Γ

(
1 + B5,𝑔

RF

)
Γ

(
1 − B5,𝑔

RF

) (
1
𝛾th

)B5,𝑔
RF

. (29)

Here, we define X3 =
∏3
𝑗=1; 𝑗≠𝑔 Γ

(
B4, 𝑗

RF − B4,𝑔
RF

)
, B4,𝑔

RF = {1 +

𝑚, 0, 0}, X4 =

∏3
𝑗=1; 𝑗≠𝑔 Γ

(
B5, 𝑗

RF −B5,𝑔
RF

)
Γ

(
1+𝜏−B5,𝑔

RF

) , and B5,𝑔
RF = {𝜏, 0, 0}.

Note that the derived ergodic capacity expressions are valid
for both uplink and downlink Satcom scenarios by using the
appropriate expressions for 𝛼xy .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present selected numerical results to illustrate the er-
godic capacity performance of the integrated Satcom system.
System parameters will be the same as listed in Table I unless
otherwise indicated. For presentation clarity and comparison
purposes, we assume that ground-to-HAP, ground-to-SAT, and
HAP-to-SAT FSO links have the same average received SNR
without losing generality. As such, each FSO link may have a
different transmit power. Also, we assume an uplink scenario,
an IM/DD scheme (except for Fig. 5), and the same average
SNR of the RF link as the average SNR of the FSO link (i.e.,
�̄�RF = �̄�GS ). It should be noted that the zenith angles (\HS and

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Symbol Value

FSO wavelength _ 1550 nm

FSO link bandwidth BWFSO 1 GHz

Satellite altitude ℎS 620 km

HAP altitude ℎH 20 km

GS aperture height ℎG 1 m

Pointing error coefficients bGS , bGH , and bHS 5.2, 5.2, and 13.07

Wind speed 𝜔 21 m/s

Ground level turbulence 𝐶2
n (0) 1.7 × 10−14m

−2
3

Satellite zenith angle: HAP-to-SAT,

ground-to-SAT
\HS , \GS 30o : 80o

HAP zenith angle: ground-to-HAP \GH 5o

Beam radius at transmitter 𝑊
G
0 , 𝑊

H
0 0.02 m

Optical-to-electrical efficiency [ 0.8

Switching threshold 𝛾th 10.5 dB

Rician factor 𝐾 6

RF link bandwidth BWRF 300 MHz

\GS ) vary with the satellite’s position, whereas for \GH , it is
maintained at a low/fixed value of 5o. The truncation limits
for infinite summations are considered 𝑢 = 30, 𝑛 = 20, and
𝑚 = 20 as greater values have a negligible effect on the ergodic
capacity values.

Fig. 2(a) shows the ergodic capacity performance of the
integrated Satcom system together with several other Satcom
transmission schemes for a fixed satellite zenith angle of 80o.
We can observe that the asymptotic results closely match the
exact expressions at high-SNR values. Also, the analytical
results match the Monte-Carlo simulations perfectly. Further,
the integrated Satcom system achieves the best performance
over all SNR values. It can achieve capacity gains of about
2 Gbps and 2.3 Gbps over hybrid SAG-FSO/RF in [11] and
hybrid SH-FSO/RF in [8], respectively, at an average SNR of
30 dB. This performance advantage originates from the min-
imization of the atmospheric turbulence effect with the low-
zenith-angle considered for the ground-to-HAP transmission.
The frequency of switching to the RF link is also reduced to
a large extent, which increases the overall system throughput.

In Fig. 2(b) we plot the ergodic capacity as a function
of satellite zenith angles with an average link SNR of 15
dB. The capacity performance of the SH-FSO transmission
scheme degrades dramatically, from 3.8 Gbps to 1.7 Gbps
as the zenith angle increases from 30o to 80o. The capacity
of both hybrid SAG-FSO/RF [11] and hybrid SH-FSO/RF
[8] exhibits a similar degradation trend as the zenith angle
increases, but with a certain performance improvement. The
capacity performance of the integrated Satcom system only
slightly deteriorates with the increase in satellite zenith angle.
This result supports the fact that the long propagation distance
through the atmosphere has an impact on the SH-FSO link.
Despite the slight capacity variation, the integrated Satcom
system outperforms other transmission schemes over all satel-
lite zenith angles.
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Fig. 2. Ergodic capacity comparison of Satcom transmission systems.

Fig. 3. Ergodic capacity performance of the integrated Satcom : (a) Effect of pointing errors, (b) Effect of wind.

In Fig. 3(a), we investigate the effect of pointing errors with
various pointing error coefficient values (i.e., b = 0.8, b =

1, and b = 3) and a fixed satellite zenith angle of 80o. As
we can see, the ergodic capacity performance is negatively
affected by the decrease in b value. For example, the integrated
Satcom system suffers a performance loss of about 1 Gbps
when b decreases from 3 to 0.8, at an average SNR of 25
dB. Most importantly, even under such severe pointing error
effects (i.e., b = 0.8), the integrated Satcom system maintains
a performance advantage over the hybrid SH-FSO/RF system
for a wide range of SNRs.

The capacity performances of the integrated Satcom and
hybrid SH-FSO/RF are compared in Fig. 3(b) for various wind
speeds, assuming an 80o satellite zenith angle. Note that higher
wind speeds increase the formation of vortexes in the air.
This phenomenon will effectively change the refractive index
of the air, which will cause beam-wander-induced pointing

errors and higher fluctuations in the received signal amplitude.
Thus, degradation in capacity performance will occur. From
this figure, we can find that the wind speed impacts the
performance of the hybrid SH-FSO/RF system to a greater
extent compared to the integrated Satcom system. The hybrid
SH-FSO/RF system’s ergodic capacity decreases by about 1
Gbps when the wind speed increases from 11 m/s to 41 m/s, at
an average SNR of 25 dB. On the other hand, the integrated
Satcom system encounters negligible degradation from such
variations in wind speed, thanks to the integrated Satcom
system’s reliable architecture.

In Fig. 4, we study the optimum threshold selection for
the SAG-FSO link, denoted by 𝛾

SAG

th
, for the best integration

with the hybrid SH-FSO/RF system. The switching threshold
for hybrid SH-FSO/RF, denoted by 𝛾th , is selected to satisfy
a certain quality-of-service requirement. Assuming a binary
PSK modulation, the switching threshold 𝛾th = 10.5 dB is
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Fig. 4. Optimum switching threshold for the SAG-FSO link.

Fig. 5. Ergodic capacity comparison of IM/DD and HD detection techniques
with integrated Satcom system.

selected to satisfy a target BER of 10-6 [28]. We plot the
ergodic capacity of the integrated Satcom system as a function
of 𝛾

SAG

th
for different average SNRs and a fixed satellite zenith

angle of 60o. From this figure, we can observe that there is
an optimal choice of 𝛾

SAG

th
in terms of maximizing ergodic

capacity, and the optimal value increases with the average
SNR. For example, 𝛾

SAG

opt
equals 13.5 dB and 17.5 dB for

average SNRs of 16 dB and 20 dB, respectively.
In Fig. 5, we compare the ergodic capacity of the integrated

Satcom system with different detection techniques. From this
figure, the integrated Satcom system with IM/DD detection
can achieve better performance than with HD over all satellite
zenith angles as the received average SNR increases. For
example, we can obtain a capacity gain of about 0.3 Gbps
over the HD technique at an average SNR of 17 dB. This
somewhat surprising result can be explained as follows: HD
generally outperforms IM/DD under severe atmospheric tur-

bulence conditions and over low SNRs due to its coherent
detection nature. With the proposed SAG-FSO transmission in
a low-zenith-angle direction, the adverse effect of atmospheric
turbulence will be successfully reduced. Therefore, over a
high SNR region, the SAG-FSO with IM/DD can achieve
a higher transmission rate than with the HD scheme. For
example, the SAG-FSO with IM/DD can maintain a capacity
gain of 0.15 Gbps, at an average SNR of 17 dB. Note that the
threshold setting has an impact on this behavior. In particular,
when the threshold is set too low, the system will use SAG-
FSO over a low SNR scenario, where the system with HD
outperforms that with IM/DD. The HD technique can also
maintain a lower outage probability compared to the IM/DD
technique. Therefore, the frequency of switching to the hybrid
SH-FSO/RF is lowered compared to the IM/DD case. The
SAG-FSO with HD technique has an outage probability of
3.92×10−7 that increases to 2.21×10−2 in the case of IM/DD,
at an average SNR of 17 dB. As such, the Satcom with IM/DD
benefits more from the backup SH-FSO/RF links than with the
HD detection technique.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we derived exact and asymptotic expressions
for the ergodic capacity of the integrated SAG-FSO/SH-
FSO/RF Satcom system. We obtained new unified capacity
expressions for both FSO and RF links when the instantaneous
SNR is greater than a predefined threshold, assuming Gamma-
Gamma and Rician fading, respectively. We also investigated
the switching threshold optimization to further improve the
capacity performance. We showed through selected numerical
examples that the integrated transmission system with single-
hop and space-air-ground FSO links to the satellite can achieve
higher throughput while enjoying high reliability compared to
existing solutions. In addition to the ease of implementation
and cost-effectiveness, the IM/DD technique can achieve a
certain capacity gain over the HD technique for the high-
throughput Satcom system under consideration.

APPENDIX A
TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION OF ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾)

Here, we derive the Taylor series expansion of ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾).
First, Taylor’s theorem is given by

𝑓 (𝑥) =
∞∑︁
𝑢=0

𝑓 (𝑢) (𝑎) (𝑥 − 𝑎)
𝑢

𝑢!
, (30)

where the function of 𝑥 is expanded about a value, 𝑎. Let’s
expand this summation and replace 𝑓 (𝑢) (𝑥) by ln(1+ 𝜖 𝛾) and
its derivatives as follow

ln(1 + 𝜖𝛾) = ln(1 + 𝜖 𝑎) + 𝜖

(1 + 𝜖𝑎)
(𝛾 − 𝑎)

1!

− 𝜖2

(1 + 𝜖𝑎)2
(𝛾 − 𝑎)2

2!
+ 2 𝜖3

(1 + 𝜖𝑎)3
(𝛾 − 𝑎)3

3!

− 6 𝜖4

(1 + 𝜖𝑎)4
(𝛾 − 𝑎)4

4!
+ . . . (31)
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After some algebraic manipulations, ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾) can be
rewritten as

ln(1 + 𝜖 𝛾) = ln(1 + 𝜖 𝑎) +
∞∑︁
𝑢=1

(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖𝑢

𝑢 (1 + 𝜖 𝑎)𝑢

𝑢∑︁
𝑣=0

©«
𝑢

𝑣

ª®¬ (−𝑎)𝑢−𝑣 𝛾𝑣 . (32)

Then, the interval of convergence that achieves the ratio test

lim
𝑢→∞

����M𝑢+1
M𝑢

���� < 1, (33)

where M𝑢 =
(−1)𝑢+1 𝜖 𝑢

𝑢(1+𝜖 𝑎)𝑢 (𝛾 − 𝑎)𝑢 and M𝑢+1 =

(−1)𝑢+2 𝜖 𝑢+1

(𝑢+1) (1+𝜖 𝑎)𝑢+1 (𝛾 − 𝑎)𝑢+1, is given by

−(1 + 𝜖 𝑎)
𝜖

+ 𝑎 < 𝛾 < (1 + 𝜖 𝑎)
𝜖

+ 𝑎. (34)

APPENDIX B
MEIJER’S G FUNCTION EXPANSION

The Meijer’s G function can be expressed in terms of
basic elementary functions. Applying the expansion in [20,
eq. (9.303)] and lim𝑧→0+ 𝑝𝐹𝑞 [𝑒; 𝑓 ; 𝑧] = 1, we have

𝐺 𝑠,𝑡
𝑝,𝑞

©«𝑧 |
𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑡 , . . . , 𝑐𝑝

𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑠 , . . . , 𝑑𝑞

ª®¬ =

𝑠∑︁
𝑔=1

𝑧𝑑𝑔

×
∏𝑠
𝑗=1; 𝑗≠𝑔 Γ

(
𝑑 𝑗 − 𝑑𝑔

) ∏𝑡
𝑗=1 Γ

(
1 + 𝑑𝑔 − 𝑐 𝑗

)∏𝑞

𝑗=𝑠+1 Γ
(
1 + 𝑑𝑔 − 𝑑 𝑗

) ∏𝑝

𝑗=𝑡+1 Γ
(
𝑐 𝑗 − 𝑑𝑔

) , (35)

where 𝑝 ≤ 𝑞, |𝑧 | < 1, and no two 𝑑 𝑗 (for 𝑗 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑡) differ
by an integer.
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